
Yes/No Questions

a.  I am hungry and thirsty.
b.  You are in our group today.
c.  The weather is very nice today.
d.  My grandfather was a great car mechanic.
e.  My friends and I were late for school today.

1. What is the subject in each of these sentences?

a. __________     b. __________     c. __________     d. __________     e. __________

2. What is the main verb in each of these sentences?

a. __________     b. __________     c. __________     d. __________     e. __________

3. What is the base form of these verbs? _________________

4. Which sentences are written in the present tense? _________________

5. Which sentences are written in the past tense? _________________

6. How would you write sentence a as a question?

a. ____________________________________________?

7. How do you answer this question?    

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

8. In a regular sentence, where does the be verb go?  ___________ the subject

9. In a question, where does the be verb go?           ___________ the subject

10. If the subject is I, what subject should you use in the question? _________________

11. What is the plural form of I? _________________

12. Should we change to you in questions? yes no

13. What are the yes/no question forms of the other sentences?

b. ____________________________________________?

c. ____________________________________________?

d. ____________________________________________?

e. ____________________________________________?

14. Is it usually best to use a pronoun in the answer? yes no

15. How do you answer these questions?

b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

c.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

d.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

e.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

a.  The school is near my house.
b.  The school is planning a big fundraiser.
c.  The school was founded over 100 years ago.
d.  The school is going to build a new library.

16. In which sentence(s) is the be verb a main verb? _________________

17. In which sentence(s) is the be verb a helping verb? _________________
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18. What do you call the verb tense in sentence b? _________________

19. What voice is sentence c written in? _________________

20. In which sentence(s) is the be verb part of a helping verb? _________________

21. What helping verb is the same as be going to? _________________

22. What helping verb is the same as can or could? _________________

23. Does the be verb always follow the same yes/no question rule? yes no

24. What are the yes/no question forms of these sentences?

a. ____________________________________________?

b. ____________________________________________?

c. ____________________________________________?

d. ____________________________________________?

25. How do you answer these questions?

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

c.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

d.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

Exercise 1: The Be Verb
Make sentences from the following words.  Always add a form of the be verb.  Add or
change any necessary word.

1. (these / shoe / comfortable)

______________________________________________________________________

2. (rain / tomorrow)

______________________________________________________________________

3. (the students / work / projects)

______________________________________________________________________

4. (everything / prepare / my mother) [past tense]

______________________________________________________________________

5. (I / finish / all / homework / on time) [could]

______________________________________________________________________

6. (Jason / wait / an answer)

______________________________________________________________________

7. (next year / I / graduate / university)

______________________________________________________________________

8. (pictures / always / take / weddings)

______________________________________________________________________

9. (I / keys / backpack) [past tense]

______________________________________________________________________

10. (we / used to / live / a big city)

______________________________________________________________________
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Now, write yes/no questions and answers for each sentence.

1. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

2. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

3. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

4. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

5. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

6. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

7. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

8. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

9. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

10. Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

a.  We will have a test on Monday.
b.  Justin can fix your computer.
c.  I would like to have pasta for dinner.
d.  You may have another cookie.

1. How many words does the verb phrase in each sentence have? 1 2 3

2. What is the main verb in each sentence?

a. __________     b. __________     c. __________     d. __________

3. What do you call the word that comes before the main verb? _________________

4. What is the helping verb in each sentence?

a. __________     b. __________     c. __________     d. __________

5. What are the yes/no question forms of these sentences?

a. ____________________________________________?

b. ____________________________________________?

c. ____________________________________________?

d. ____________________________________________?

6. How do you answer these questions?

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________
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b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

c.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

d.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

7. Where do you put a helping verb in a regular sentence? ___________ the subject

8. Where do you put a helping verb in a question? ___________ the subject

9. How many words do you need in the answer? _________________

10. What is the third word of the answer? _________________

a.  I can speak Japanese.
b.  I speak Japanese at home.

11. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

12. Do both sentences have a helping verb? yes no

13. Does either sentence have a form of the be verb? yes no

14. Which sentence has a helping verb? a b

15. Do you have to have a helping verb in a regular sentence? yes no

16. Do you have to have a helping verb in a question? yes no

17. What word do I need to add to sentence b to make a question? _________________

18. In a question, what kind of word is do? _________________

19. What are the yes/no question forms of these sentences?

a. ____________________________________________?

b. ____________________________________________?

20. How do you answer these questions?

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

21. Do you ever add the be verb to a question? yes no

a.  I study English two hours every night.
b.  Skyler studies English two hours every night.
c.  I studied English two hours last night.

22. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

23. Do any of these sentences have a helping verb? yes no

24. Why is ~s added to the main verb in sentence b? _________________

25. Why is ~ed added to the main verb in sentence c? _________________

26. What helping verb do you need to add to make questions?

a. __________     b. __________     c. __________ 

27. What are the yes/no question forms of these sentences?

a. ______________________________ English every night?

b. ______________________________ English every night?

c. ______________________________ English last night?

28. Do you need ~s or ~ed with the main verb in a question? yes no 
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29. How do you answer these questions?

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

c.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

Exercise 2: Do, Does or Did?
Make yes/no questions from each simple sentence.  Then, answer the questions.

1. I like to listen to music while I study.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

2. This bus goes to the station.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

3. Sarah got an A on her final exam.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

4. Skyler always does the dishes after dinner. 

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

5. I forgot to bring a pencil. 

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

6. We want to have pizza for dinner tonight.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

7. You should wear a dark suit to the wedding.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

8. Daniel wore a dark suit to the wedding.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

9. The bride is wearing a white dress.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

10. The bride usually wears a white dress in a wedding.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.
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Exercise 3: Yes/No Questions
Make yes/no questions from each subject/verb pair.  Then, answer the question.

1. You may have...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

2. The children are sleeping...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

3. Skyler fell asleep...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

4. The Red Sox lost...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

5. Aya is watching...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

6. Emma should take...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

7. They became...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

8. The light turns off...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

9. We would like to have...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

10. Stores open...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

11. The books are used...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

12. Eric took...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

a. Kai has a bad cold.
b. Kai has to go to the doctor.
c. Kai has been sick all week.

1. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

2. What part of sentence a is have? _________________

3. Does sentence a have a helping verb? yes no

4. What helping verb do you need to add to make a question? _________________

5. What is the main verb in sentence b? _________________

6. Does sentence b have a helping verb? yes no

7. What is the helping verb in sentence b? _________________

8. What does have to mean? _________________

9. Do you need to add another helping verb to make a question? yes no

10. What helping verb do you need to add to make a question? _________________

11. Does sentence c have a helping verb? yes no

12. What is the helping verb in sentence c? _________________

13. What do you call this verb tense (have done)? _________________
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14. Do you need to add another helping verb to make a question? yes no

15. What are the yes/no question forms of these sentences?

a. ____________________________________________?

b. ____________________________________________?

c. ____________________________________________?

16. How do you answer these questions?

a.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

b.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

c.  Yes, ______________   /   No, ______________

Exercise 4: Have, Have to, Have done
Make yes/no questions from each simple sentence.  Then, answer the questions.

1. I had a bad headache this morning.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

2. Allison has printed everything already.

Q:  ______________________________________________________ yet?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

3. All the sandwiches have lettuce and tomato.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

4. The school had to close because of the typhoon.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

5. I have been waiting for almost an hour.

Q:  ______________________________________________________ long?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

6. My sister has to go to practice early tomorrow morning.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

7. I have had lunch already.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

8. Most students have to wear uniforms in Japan.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

9. Chris has two sons and a daughter.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.
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10. The bus had left already.

Q:  __________________________________________________________________?

A:  Yes, ____________________.   /   No, ____________________.

Exercise 5: Yes/No Questions
Make yes/no questions from each subject/verb pair.  Then, answer the question.

1. These pictures were taken... 

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

2.  They own...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

3.  Jessie has to work...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

4. I would enjoy... 

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

5. Everyone wants...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

6. The players had to wake up...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

7. The doctor will have...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

8. I am going to wear... 

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

9. My sister felt...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

10. Jimmy was eating... 

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.

11. We have ordered...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: No, _______________.

12. You should make...

Q: ____________________________..?

A: Yes, _______________.
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